Run Report (run 2200 Committee Run)
Hare ‘Turbo’ Scribe ‘Klinging’
Oh how I do like a GOOD COMMITTEE run, the Hare Turbo was given strict instructions not to spread the pack too far
away and a SHORT RUN was desired to allow for other things on show to start early Scruffy was going to be pleased.
Well start of the night , the usual suspects turned up xxxx, Snappy tom, Shit Bags, miles o toole,. Even Chardarse,
still trying to get money out of Me, although I have paid this year. Tinker was madly scribbling names of all those
who attended. So from the outset, See tinker for a complete list of names of the dirty bastards that just wanted to
show up for beers. Gruesome by name was trying to explain that he would be out of action for a few weeks (6 in
total NO RUNNING) something about getting his Veins pulled out, Minor explanations about how it will be done,
made me feel just a little Sick in my mouth, but Turbo was all ears, I am sure that if Vaso and Catgut had been in on
the conversation , I would have been throwing up within minutes. Brengunn was looking a little worried at this stage.
After a warning from Scruffy that BEERS would not be on till 7 PM and a quick explanation from Scruffy at the start
with a more than willing pack wanting to get out and back quickl we were set on our way..The walkers disappeared
we saw them later wandering the streets going the opposite way to the runners, Typical.. The run, saw Optus and
VD running madly away Mile and XXXX, joined by the slower ones of us Multiple Choice and Luftwaffe we turned left
from the Bowls club and headed for Albion Rd and then Lutwyche road and right again towards the city in the
distance , the front of the pack, running across Lutwyche Rd near the road Split, A few ran away from the general
direction heading west, Sure CatGut and Optus were running across the lights at Lutwyche rd but it looked a little
dangerous, not to mention cars were speeding through that area, Lucky Dog was hanging back with me and we all
saw Turbo slip down a side road and not stay with the pack, , given the shortish nature of the trail He decided to
have another run, and it was good to see. We ended up on Bowen St, heading pretty much back, which suited some
as the trail turned away from home the running pack became very small indeed. The only runners left quickly found
a few false trails Buggs was not fazed I think he might have had insider info. We ended up running over the railway
line, so the short run was looking rather longer. A quick turn and we found ourselves on the old bike track, some
very strange “Asian’ woman was walking and talking to No One. I hope it was to her Phone, But it was very dark at
this stage, (God Knows what she was saying but a few thought it was 5 Bucks, to see my Fanny),, Not an offer, nor
money was provided so we just ran on, I am sure xxxx was looking for a few $’s just to see. A quick two way and then
heading back Under the Railway bridge, Miles was complaining again, about we have used this trail before, I thought
it was a great idea. Trail found itself back at Mac Donald st and heading towards home. Miles and Luckdog Martyred
themselves and ran around the block to the Bowls club front door, the Smart money was run onto Windsor Oval and
run in the back passage, Sorry back door….See rule one.
Once assembled we all got our marching orders UPSTAIRS beers are on at 7 PM don’t be late. I must say that the trail
got us back in 35 minutes which was a nice change…
What a site, everybody was greeted with a Dot to the head (Indian Style,) from a lovely young blonde girl. Her busty
mate was busy trying to find out about the beer, which was a nice touch,,, After what can only be described as a
Smash and grab curry. Everyone settled down to see what was in store. Scruffy had now turned into some Indian taxi
driver without a clue, without a taxi and still no idea of how to get there. We had No idea about Monk Brengun, only
to find out that Swami Brengunnie in official orange robes, He looked like a lost hindoo monk from India, he was to
be the Monk tonight. He produced a Poo from a Bucket of very sacred water from the Ganges, which looked a little
unsightly, (Must have been real), later in a fit of SHIT he produced another poo from his orange robes with a little
grunting and squatting. Last nights curry I guess, he held it aloft like a slimy beacon, BEHOLD THE BRENGUNNIE POO .
After anointing a few unfortunates for shit of the week with the afore mentioned poo. Speaking of which I think it
was Beachball AGAIN, Fine by me. A small bag of ice was offered for sitting purposes. Not sure who ended up on it,
OK Swammi Brengunnie with his mighty bucket of Poo water were off. Taxi driver Scruffy now in full swing brought
on a new Swammi (Royal Screw). OK this was interesting. Ron the Bomb and Barebum were the first aged hashers to

be reminded of sexual pleasure, (With Clothes on) but not much in the way of protection. Like a school boy wanting
a root, a Baloon was provided to ensure no transmition occurred. Safety for the girls.. Funny BANGING, loads of
noise from the on looking croud, and Pop it was over. Virgin and Fu_knut were next with some rubby rub here and
squeeze of balloons and girls again Bang finished. I am sure that these two would have worked it out , less vigorous
rooting action and the girls stay sitting on your lap longer, possibility of at least a close up nipple slip action ???. NUP.

OK finally Beachball and XXXX surely these two would work it out. NOPE just like everything else, a LITTLE Pick and
Bang it’s over. The mystic sex lessons given their age I am sure all had forgotten either when or how it was done, but
at least they got some practice should a dead dog be found in the street. All were offered the chance to have some
near naked girl siting and bouncing, or standing an bouncing, Forwards or backwards provided a few laughs, this
must be close to sex surely. Well the girls helped with a bursting of balloons, Funny to see Ron soooooo excited
about breaking rubber, which is much better than breaking wind… The girls provided a few good laughs, and all
were happy to help some aged HASHERS remember what it must have been like back in the day. So with Beers,
Boobs and a smile I think the girls did very well,,,,,
I have grabbed a few pics see below of some action, Not ‘that’ sort of action, but Embryo the HASH flash was doing
the bussiness…
ANYWAY RUN 10/10 Food 10/10 girls 9.5/10 (they got their tits out always gets a few votes)
In all, a good night, good run and fun to boot..
ON oN klinging

